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A

HI S TORI CAL S TUDY OF' THE MINNESOTA MODEL

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY

:

APPROACH

TO ALCHOLISM TREATMENT,
1940's to 1995
JOHN

A.

HtrRBAUGH

MAY, 1gg6

The purpose of this study 1s to collect and analyze

information about the development of the Minnesota Model and
its relationship with the Hazelden Foundation and Al-coholics
Anonymous using research literature and the sched.uled
interviews. The literature search revealed information which
questioned specific factors related to the model-: treatment
outcomes, inpatient vs. outpatient, and the l-ack of social

worker participation in the treatment of chemical
dependency.

The intervi-ews were conducted wi th three key

informants. The use of existing data supported the model,
but questioned the methodologies to obtain treatment
. The interview f indings showed the mod.el, s main
obj ective is to help alcohol-ics achieve sohriety. These
professionals continue to make the changes need.ed to adapt
outcomes

to this country's widespread epidemic use of alcohol- and.
drugs. The founders of the Minnesota Mod.el continue to
believe that chemical dependency is a treatable illness.
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SECTION ONE

I

Introduc tion

Al-cohol is as oId as mankind. The use and. abuse
been documented to early

used for many reasons.

B.

has

C. Through time alcohol has heen

The terminology associated with

alcohol- abuse has also changed through the years:
d14>somania, inebriety,

alcoholism.

drunkeness , int.oxicat ion,

and.

The government has responded to the abuse of

alcohol in two f orms :

l-

) abuse of al-cohol was treated as

moral issue and 2) the 1950,s brought about a definltion

a

of

alcohor abuse as a disease, a medical problem.

The response of the g'overnment and change s in

terminology brought about a different
alcohol abuse. up untiL the

1,940,

vj-ew by the public of

s, the publ j-c, s view

was

to form temperance leagues with a goal of abstention or
prohibition.

In the late tg40' s Minnesota began to look at

their own issues with this growing social- problem.

Three

separate vent,ures took place at this t ime , and in the early
19 6 0

'

s culminat,ed into one venture creat ing the concept of

the Minnesota Model.

2

The Minnesota Model (MM) is a treatment modality for

the t.reatment of alcohol i sm .

The

early 50's to treat alcoholism.

MM

was deve loped in the

Before this,

alcoholics

were placed in state hospitals in locked mental

ward.s

*.In

.

the late 1,940's and early 1950's, Minnesota was the l-ocation
of three experiments in chemical dependency (CD) treatment.
This statewide laboratory had three centers:

pioneer

House

in Minneapolis, Hazel-den in the small- rural- town of Center
City, and Willmar State Hospital .

Their ef forts gave us the

perspect ives and pract i ces known t.oday as the Minnesota
Model" (Spicer, L993, p. 27)

.

These three separate experimental- sites have their

history.

The Pioneer House was founded by B. pat, Cronin

(reg7-t955) .
(Nov . 11 , 194

principles

own

Mr. Cronin was t.he first
0

person recorded.

) in Minnesot a to achieve sobriety t,hrough the

and twelve steps of Al-cohol-ics Anonymous (AA)

He had his difficulties

of the al-cohol-ic. His

.

trying to cope with the publics view
f

irst

attempt to start an A.A. club

in 1948 had to be abandoned because of the pressure applied

J

by the public.

rn 1949, t.he Rel-ief Department of

Minneapol i s was more understandlng of what Mr. Cronin was

attempt i.rg to do.

The Rel-ief Department provided. him with

an old warehouse building,

cdlled "Mission Farms,, to hold

meetings and Lo house alcohol-ics overniqhL.

AA

fn the short

t ime f ol- lowing the procurement of Mi s s j-on Farms , he moved to

a potat,o warehouse which he used to store the surplus
produce grown at Mission Farms. Soon after the warehouse
was cleaned out. and made livab]e,

a sign was erected

outside the warehouse with the name *,pioneer House,, painted
on it.

This event was the of f icial- beginning of the house

and program .

The Pioneer llouse was the f irst

t reatment program

in Minnesot.a .

but the name has changed t,o the
and Families,

A .A

. based

This program remains today
Haze

lden Center f or youth

providing cD treatment to adolescents

.

Hazelden was the dream of a smar-l group of execut ives
who originally
members

intended to provide treatment to clergy

- They privatefy

hecame a charitable
1,949

funded this program and Hazelden

hospital corporat ion on .f anuary

10

,

- Hazelden is l-ocated on Pl-easant Valley Road in rural

4

Center City, Chisago county, Minnesota, near the Wisconsin

border. The property originalry beronged to the porter
Family who then sold the property to the powers Family.
This picturesque farm'tconsists

of 2l'? acres of rol-Iing

land, some of which is being cul-tivated, some remained.
woodland, with about a mile of lakeshore on South center

Lake" (McElrath, L9g'l p.2E) .
den, for Power's wife.
retreat

for the family.

The farm was named Hazel,s

The farm was used as a
When

weekend.

the farm was sold., the

Hazelden came to be t.he of f icial

tit.le

of t,his

f

acility.

"When the process of incorporat ion
demanded a titl-e,

the official

the board simply used

l-etterhead title

of the

Power f arm. Thus, the word Haze1d"en was

attached to a rehabilitation

setting and

endured t ime to become synonymous wi t,h
p

j-oneering attitude,

innovative spirit,

and a qualiLy of care surpassed by none

ot,her in the field

of chemical

dependency" (mcglrath , 1,gg'l

p

.27)

.

name

a

5

The third exper j-ment took place at the wi l lmar state
Hospi

tal- locaE.ed in rural wi l lmar , Minnesota .

Two key

people invol-ved in thi s experiment were a physician,

Nel_son

Bradley and an attendant , Daniel Anderson. Willmar was the
only hospital in Minnesota required to admit nonpsychotic
'inebriates'

as they were called in the 1950,s. Willmar

was

a state hospital for the mentally i1l and. often described

as

a "snake pit" by the pubric. The stigma that. these
inehriate

s

/ al-coholics f aced was soon f aced by the people

worked with these individuals.

who

fn the early 1950,s, the

st'aff began t.o question the way the hospital- was treating
alcohol-ics; t,hey felt
working.

this treatmant method was not

Dr. Bradf ey decided to make some d.rastic changes

to help these individuals

get treatment for their j-llness.

He made a radical move and hired recoveri-ng al-coholics as

counsel-ors to work with t,hese individual_s.

*'f

n

1954

, the Minnesota CiviI Service

Commission approved Bradley, s

decision by creating the new position

6

of Counselor on Alcoho1ism.
Recovering members of AA could
j

now

oin physicians, psychol_ogists,

social workers, and clergy in
treatment ef f orts aimed at alcohol_ ics
and other drug users,,

(Spicer, 1,993 p.35)

.

willmar was the first of the three experiments to use
the multidisciplinary approach to treatment. This approach
combined the skirls and knowledge of

physicians,

psychologists, social workers, recovering counselors,
members

of the clergy.

and.

"The result was the blend of modern

clinical psychology, medj-caI care, and AA practices we now
call the Minnesota Mod.e)_,, . . .
.

"Will-mar had a thirty

year history of

custodial care for alcoho1ics. Its only
'treatment' for alcoholism was a brief
period of detoxification and a ticket
locked wards .

rn

Lo

some cases, alcohorics

7

were housed

with patients diagnosed

AS

psychotic, hardly an unusual practice

l-n

1950' (Spicer, 1993 p.35)

Bradley, Anderson and their colleagues at wi]lmar
want'ed to change this type of treatment for the alcohol-ic.

They agreed with a set of assumptions that, for the late
' 50's, was rooked upon

as radicar and not likely to work.

They are as follows:
1

Alco-hoLism exists-:

people simply did

not.

want to see or bel-j-eve that this social problem could

be

found outside the confines of skid row. The public,s view
was

challenged by Anderson and co-workers.

This assumption

stated clearly that people d.rank excessively and. this
behavior can have serious consequences. These people had

lost any contror they had to stop drinking.
1

assumption two and three originate from a viewpoint about.

drinking behavior in that it. is rigid, repetit"ive
inf lexibl-e .

and

Thinking that. an alcoholic can make any

ma

j or

I
changes

l_n

the way they drink simply cannot be done.

According to Anderson (1987) , "loss of contro1 over drinkinq
paired with physical- dependence on alcohol- is the backbone
of the disease concept, of alcoholism.
3-

Af"ohojir*

i, , *ultiphrri"

,,

iflrr*r:

Members of

AA Lalk about alcoholism as a disease with three major

perspectives : physical, menta1 and spiriEuar .
effects of

drinking

The physical

can damage every system in the

human

body- The alcoholic is normally overwhelmed by resentment.,
fear, and remorse over harm done to others as a result of
their drinking.
t'The spiritual-

An alcoholic's

spirituality

has been 1ost.

tradit, ions of the worl-d. concur on one f act

:

that human beings suffer and need help from a source outside
themselves', (Spicer, 1993, p. 3T) .

In the Big Book of A.A.

(Arcohorics Anonymous, world services rnc. ,

i-g55 )

,

al-coholics can recover when they admit and accept their
disease, and are wil-ling to reach out to a power greater
than themselves.
4

In the

1950's, Bradley and col-Ieagues, began to see arcohorism

as

9

the primary illness.

Even though they came int.o treatment

with many dif ferent symptoms, Bradley and col-leagues decided
to focus on their alcoholism.
had no theoretical

Bradley and his colleagues

or conceptual framework to guide them in

their t'reatment ef forts.

All they knew was t,hat the method

offered did not work and somet,hing different, needed to

be

done. They knew they were dealing with other problems t.hat
needed to be dealt with but that as alcoholics

they had to

stop their drinking first.
5

outcome: In the

1-950'

s, the

ma

j ority

view of treatment

was

that a patient had to want treatment to be successful.
However, Bradley and his colleagues felt

that motivat.ion for

treatment had no major ef fect. on outcomes. And.erson (1gg7)
stated t,hat. the alcoholics who entered WilJmar were oft.en
seen as the most defiant, and resistant, to accepting
treatment .

These individuals,

became more willing

af ter a t j-me in treatmenL,

to look at themserves and. t.heir

al-coholism.
6

k:t-l11raa

i nn

ahnttf

7

rnhnT i qrn

r.q

I

hpni n in

tha

community: Bradley and his corleagues hoped that the

10

public would accept the treatment program with open arms,
but t,hat picture was soon erased. Anderson (19gT) recalls,
"community members used defense mechanisms much as those
f

avored by alcohorics t.hemselves. Even in the

conflicting

f

ace of

evidence, people on the other side of the

hospi ta1 doors of ten chose to ignore

al-

cohol i sm or ins i st

that alcoholics were moral reprobat.es,,
(Anderson,

7-gg7_,

p.21)

.

Anderson and his colleagues began to use community

education programs to provid.e education and materials to
family, friends and employees of those who were associated
with someone suffering

from alcoholism.

Anderson was

hoping these progrrams wourd al- low people to see through
t'he

ir

own personal as sumpt ions about alcohol i

the invol-vement of

f

sm

.

*Wi

thout

amily and f riends, wi-thout t.heir

awareness , underst,anding, and encouragement to act ion, we

would never be abl-e to motivate most aLcoholics to seek
treatment,, (Anderson ,

Lgg.l

, p.

13

)

l1

The Minnesota Model consists of two basic elements,

according to Danie1 Anderson: 1) .'a list

of perspectives

about. the nature of al-cohol_ism, and. Z) a seL of prj-nciples
aimed at providing comprehensive treatment for alcoholics,,

(anderson, 7-987, p.35) .

Today these principles

appear to

be

widely accepted, but in 1950 they would have been ca1led
ideals for a revolut.ion.
Hospital-

was

In Ehe late 1950, s, Willmar State

accepting more and more patients who were

addicted to narcotics as well as alcohol-. Anderson took
another risk and began t.o use a new term that brought
whole new def inition

a

to the alcoholism/addict.ion f ield:

chemicaT dependency. This Lerm became the theoretical

framework that would encompass all mood and mind al-tering

chemicars. This approach mad.e it possible for

an

al-coholic and/or an addict to be treated under the
roof

same

.

There is one component t.hat t ies the three program
experiments t,ogether : AlcohoJ j-cs

Anonymous

ffiu"llgtrtirtrg i. irii*rli i+ [,ihr,+rgr

.

A.

A. is a lz

t2

step self-help group conceived by an alcohol1c stockbroker
(8i11 w - ) and a physician (or. Bob) in 1935, in Akron, ohio.
The official

beginning of A.A. was June 10, 1935.

Problesr Statement
The purpose of this st.udy is to understand the process

of

development, of the most widery used. and ad.opt.ed

treatment modality for the treatment of al_coholi-sm,
addiction and chemical dependency: the Minnesota Mode1.
time frame is the 7940's Eo the present

1995

.

How

The

did this

model survive for 55 years? What fact,ors allowed the

mod.e1

to survive . What is in the

new

f

uture

f

or the

MM with

t,he

developments of national and managed health care financing,

Definition

of Coneepts

To fu1Iy understood the evolution of the MM, some key
concepts will

need to be defined:

Disease concept, developed by El-vin Morton .TeIIinek,
"is the use of alcoholic beverages that, causes any damage to
the individual

or

l3

society or both, (JeIl-inek, 1960, p.
Treatment modalityr
uni f orm,

ob

d.

35)

model of treatment that provides

j ect ive structures

t

haL wi l- I guide the operat ion

and delivery of services to diverse populat.ion of clients.
Chemical dep1ndeney, is a hroad term used. to define any
addict, ion to mood or mind altering

alcohol

chem j-cal-

s inc luding

.

Minneqota l+Iodel
def inition

has three beliefs

of the MinnesoEa

Model_

:

1)

that underlie the
treat people with

chemj-caI dependency instead of locking them up or ignoring

2)

treat t.hem with d.ignity, and

them

,

3)

help them recover physically,

mentaI1y, and spiritually.

Aleoholism "is a compulsion to drink that leads to
breakdown in the victim, s ability

1994,

p

.37)

to

f

a

unction,, (Goodwin,

.

Addiction

is the physical and psychological- control of

one' s person by a substance such as aIcohoI, and. other

drugs, flicotine,

caffeine,

food, sex,

money.

DuaT-Diagnosis is when an individ.ual suffers from
addiction to alcohol and,/or drugs and is also diagnosed with
a ment.al- i llness

.

14

ou tcome

specific

i s the resul t of f ol l-ow- ups perf ormed at

intervals

after an individ.ual is discharged" from

treatment.

Summary

The effects of the Minnesota Mode1 (MM) on the treatment

of al-coholics will- be explored through a historicalthe development of the
Documentat

MM

study of

from the tg40,s to 1995.

ion of the development of the

MIvI

i s avai 1ab1e ,

through Ehe materials published and. sold by t.he

Haze16en

Foundation, which may bias the presentation.

This study will

fol-low the development of the model

which was created to help this country face a major social
disease -

It will

address the wide popularity

and adopt.ion

of this program and how this affected the goals and
obj ect ives of this model .

The study will- look at t.he public

and professional- concerns with the recent accusations of
exagrgerated treatment outcomes by a Minneapol i s newspaper in
1993

- This study witl

address the j-ssues as to what the

l5

future holds for the Minnesota Modet and the Hazelden
Foundat ion

.

sECrroN rwo

16

Literature

Review

rn reviewing the riterature about the Minnesota
Model (MM) , there is a minimal amount which gives historical

data about the model . Most, of the inf ormat i-on comes f rom
the Hazelden Foundat j-on which is a private not - f or-prof it
organizationobj ectivity

Access to the information

in professional journals

to the discussion of the
came

MM

found

from England : Christopher

H. Cook and David Curson.
The literature

f

costly and

may be questioned.

The main contributors

C.

r_s

ollows :

has heen placed in six categories

the Minnesota Mod.e1, Alcoholics

treatment out.comes, participation

Anonymous,

of the social work

prof ession in the chemica] dependency f ie]d,
Hazelden Foundation.

and the

as

t7

The Minnesota Model
The hlstory of t.he

MM

was written

Foundati-on and is found in publications
A -sniritual

hy the Hazelden
The Minnesota Model,

Odyssey, Per,s,pect.ives on Treatment

rn spicers' book, The Minnesota
model from a historical

ModeJ he describes the

aspect,

"There is nothing truly original about
t.he MM of chemi cal- dependency treatment

.

Nearly everything used in it has been
borrowed or adapted from another source.

Didactic lectures,

cognitive-behavioral

psychology, AA principles,
bibt iotherapy- - al l these

e

l-ement.

s and

many more became part of the synthesis

we call the MM" (Spicer, pg. 47)

.

Anderson describes a sequence of events that. he defines

as the Minnesota Experience. These events are as follows:
*1) the assumptions that were developed

in Minnesota by three pioneering

18

alcoholism

t.reaLment centers concerning

the nature of alcoholism and the
treatment of the alcoholic person and
the integration

Zt

of these hypotheses by

the state of Minnesota into a viable and
cost-effective

conti-nuum of health care

services for al_cohol_ics and their
f

amiliars and 3 ) Lhe debt. of sratitud.e

we in Minnesota owe the fellowship of

Alcoholics Anonymous A.A., without the
initial-

and sustaining impetus of this

self -help group, none of our t,reat,ment
efforts

could have been realized,,

(Anderson, l-981, pg. 3).

In 1991, a journal article in the,
Addictions,, was authored by David curson, a psychologist
Medical Direct,or at The Royal Masonic Hospital of

and.

Lon,C.on.

The articJe was viewed by Ehe professionar treatment
community as challenging and controversial.

Curson, briefly

described the Minnesota Model and Ehen asked. the question,

l9

so what is so special- about the Minnesota
example

Moder

? For

:

"group therapy conducted by 1ay
counsel-lors is frequently described by

those who have gone through the
experience and by the counseJors
themsel-ves as confront.ational with
s

a

ingre agenda and narrow exp]anat ion f or

addict ive behaviour being put forward.

Failure of an individual to fit the
counsellors, preconceived notions is
interpret.ed as being ' in d.enia1, .

A

conversion experience is a d.esired aim
and much emphasis is placed on

'spiritua1' recovery. It is hardly
surprising that.

some have

likened the

process to ,brain washing, (Curson,
1991, p. 10)

.

The two part art.ic le in the
AddicE ions

,

by christopher c.H. cook, a psychiatrist

]ecturer on al-cohoI and drug dependence

(

19

gg

) , was

and

openly

20

received by the professional- treatment community as a good
expl-oratory and explanatory art, icle .

The f irst

part

describes the program philosophy, components of the program,
and a brief historical
model

overview of the development of the

- The second part focused on the issue of outcomes.

The key issues were, 'rlonger

f

ollow-up, more rigorous

assessment procedures, and clearry defined.

diagnostic/outcome criteria,,

(cook, 19gg, p. 735) . The

MM

has no direct connection with other treatment communities;
they appear to be part of larger change in the social
attit'udes towards psychological treatments that have been
developed sj_nce the early Lg40, s.

A1coholies

Anonyurous

Rudy (1986) compared. two of the earry organizat,ional
f

orerunners of AA that included the Washingt onian

and the Oxford Group.
"The Washingt.on j-an

Soc

iety,

a

self-he1p

movement f or al_coholics, was popular

around t,he 1850,s.

The society,s

Soc

iet,y

2t

message was for the alcoholic

to serve

as a model of successful_ renunciation
and, in doing so, se1I the Washingtonian
program to others.

The Oxford Group was

founded by a Lutheran minister and its
message was that. people could so1ve

their problems by confessing their sins
and dedicating their
(Spicer , Lgg3 , p.

According to Bill

1T

lives to
)

.

W. (the f ound.er of A.A. ) , '.the early

A'A. got its ideas of self-examination,
character def ects,

re st

with others straight
from

Sam shoemaker,

God

itution

f

acknowledgment, of

or harm done, and workj-ng

from the Oxford Groups

and"

directly

their former leader in America, and from

nowhere else,, (AA Comes of Age ,

7.95,1

, pg.

3g

)

.

AA is a key component to the success of the MM. spicer

states (1993) "the heart of AA is the idea of mutual he1p,
the idea that, people who are part of the problem can be part

of the solution".

on a daily basis, AA members rerive

1't

Bill

w-'s discovery that alcoholics can help each other stay

sober.

AA does not claim to be the only path to sobriety.

Treatment Outcomes
The Minnesota Mod.er (t"II'4) has been used. for 47 years

and.

survived. However, recent accusations by the Minneapolis

star-Tribune-,

(.June 27 , 1993

) asserted that rower than

stated outcomes appear to show that there are questions

about t,he success of the Minnesota Moder. rt. has been
suggested that they need to reeval-uate their evaluation

and.

outcome process.

rn most of the books

and.

articles, there is a clear

statement that alcoholism treatment centers need. Lo improve
their methods of evaluation, dssessment, forlow-up, and

treatment out comes , f or example :

Post

- treat.ment

surveys have

been done on patients at Hazelden,

"it is difficult

to accept Lhe resur-ts

of these surveys at face value because

of several serious met,hodological
problems. In the only survey to cover

a

L)

f ull

one year period, almost half of t.he

questionnaj-res were either not sent. or

not returned" (Gilmore, 1985, p. a2 ) .
Full-er (1989) concl-udes "that alcohol treatment works
as measured hy a reduction in health care ut,ilization.
However, what aspect of al-cohotism treat,ment works is ,

f

or

the most part, not known because adequate controIled studies
have not been done,, (f'ull_er, 7-g}g, p.90)

A article

.

in Lgg4 raised seri-ous questions about the

Minnesota Model:
"Even though 11? to 1,6+ of t he
popul-at,

ion suf f ers

f rom

US

alcoho1ism (and

another 5? to 6+ from drug abuse),
uncondit.ional support for Zg days of
inpatient

treatment is not feasible at

a

ti-me when health care cost is a matter

of nat iona] concern,,
1-994, p.225)

.

(Mathews

, et . dI

.

,
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According to Mil1er & Hester (199G), ,,inpatient
treatment repeatedly has been shown to be no better than

outpatient treat.ment : it is, if anything, less
although much more prof itable,

f

ef f ective,

or Lhe private sector,, . They

also show t'hat there is a need. for more empirical- data to
support, ef f ect.iveness of the MM. "Despite the widespread

applicatlon

of this model- on an inpatient

and outpatient

basis, empirical support f or j-t.s ef f ectiveness is 1acking,,
(Chiauzzl & Liljegren,

lgg3, p.309).

An article in the minneapolis Star tri

stated that Hazeldens' own statistics

(1993)

show that almost hal_f

of their clients will- drink or use drugs again within a year
of leaving treatment.

Acknowledged omissions and errors in

Hazelden' s most recent, f or-low-up stud.y suggest that even

those relat.ively
real ity

modest figures are more optimistic

than the

.

Participation

of Social Workers

rn conducting the literature review, it was found that
there was an" interesting topic related to the social work
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prof ession and t.he chemical dependency prof ession. Articles

by social- work practit,ioners

showed.

a need for social

workers t.o be more involved in the assessment, re f erral,
treatment of their clients

with cD issues.

and

rn \gg4, the

state of New York, "recognized that, licensed professional
social workers coul-d play a significant
early identificaEion

and referral

role in providing

of alcoholics to treatment

servj-ces" (King & Lorenson, 19g9, p.376).

Interest in

alcoholism treat,ment has reached the point where aI] schools
of social work in New York State have a minimum of one or
two alcoholism courses. A growj-ng number of schools either
offer certificate
specialization

programs or are contemplating

or certificate

who choose Eo obtain their

programs for social workers

l-icense as a CAC (Credentialed

Alcoholism Counselor), (King & Lorenson, 1gg9, p.377).

one key implication for sociat workers is that with

their educat ion background " social workers can contr j-bute to

the improvement of subst,ance abuse treatment by introducing
higher standards of professional- accountability and by
designing and conducting research on key programmatic
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issues" (Magura,

1-994

enter this field

for many different

, p. 3 ) . Atthough social workers can
reasons, there has been

no systematic plan for their part.icipation
dependency counse l ing educat ion .

in the chemical-

,rA need

has been

established for the social work profession to collaborate
with

CD

professionals to establish a link between the

professions of chemical dependency counselors and social
workers" (van Wormer,

agg7

,

p

. 426)

.
a

Professionalism
Throughout t.he liEerature, there is a general concern
expressed over the use of para-professionals or recovering

individuals to work with aLcoholics . Neverthel-ess, the
Hazerden Foundat ion has deveroped a year long t.raining

program for individuals who want to be certified

as

chemical dependency counserors. This program has been

accredited by the rnstitute for chemical-

Dependency

Professionals of Minnesota, Inc. (f.C.D.p.).
produces about 20 to 25 graduates a year.

This program

.'Most graduates

have experienced alcoholism directly or indirectly prior to

entering training, were sat,isfied with their training,

and
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were more Iikely

to be satisfied

counsel-ors if they were certified
commit.ment to the f ield,,

with their work

as

or had a professional_

(Laundergan , lgg}, p. L67)

"The Minnesota Mode1 was financially

attractive

to i_nvest.ors since it

used

recovering alcoholics and addlcts with
minimal, if any, professional training.
Herping other substance abusers was part
of their own recovery and they were
willing

to work for 1ow wages. Most

rehabilitation

centers employed. minimal

staffs of nurses, social workers,

and.

physicians . As a result, they were not
equipped to take care of med.ical

psychiatric complications of

and.

subst.ance

abuse and most were resistant, if not

outright opposed, to the use of

psychotropic drugs,,
(Mathews, et,. dI.,

tgg4, p.225)

.

.
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Methodologry

The development of the Minnesota Model is examined

through a historical

analysis of treatment for alcoholism in

Minnesota f rom Lhe 1940's to the present.

This study wilt

address the development. of the

continuj-ng ef f ort

MM

and its'

to maint ain a bal-ance between the ir phi l-osophy
This study will

and" goal s .

look at the issues faced. during the growth

years and the years af ter, and how they conti-nue to develop

the program t.o remain progressive. rn order to
theses questions r a qualitative
appl ied

historical

answer

methodology was

.

Data Collection
Three sources of data were examined to look at the
development, growth and longevity of the MM. Existing data

from professional journal articles

with historical

content,

longit.udinal studies, and comparison st.udies were ut.ilized
in t,his study. Literature and books f rom the

Hazel-den

Foundation document the development and growth of the

MM and.

those responsible from the perspective of HazeJden. rn
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addition,

three individuals

who are related to the Hazelden

Foundation and who are involved with the growth of the
Minnesota Mode1 over this period. were interviewed for their
memories and knowledge of the development, growt,h and their

part i-n the growth of the Mi-nnesot.a

Model_.

The investigator developed a quaritative interview

schedule to solicit

information from three individual-s

who

have been involved with the Minne sota Model- d.uring the t ime

being studied. These individuals

have held numerous

positions with the organization for a large part of the time
being studied.
individuals

For the sake of conf identiality,

wil-I not be ident if ied.

these

Their thoughts on the

development. and growth, rTril-estones and challenges to the

Minnesota

Mode

I added to the stud.y, giving accurate

inf ormat ion and personal experiences wit.h the development
and growth of the model.

The investigator did numerous data searches utilizing

library systems throughout the state of Minnesota and North
Dakota -

The invest igator perf ormed .Cat,a searches using

CD
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ROM

programs such ES: Silver Platter,

Cinahl, psychological

Abstract.s, and Med Lines at st . Mary, s at Ehe Mayo
Foundation. These searches produced books, professional
journal articles
for historical

and newspaper articles.

The major resource

data was to go to the Hazelden Found.ation

and

obtain publicat ions from their resource catalog giving
information about the historicar

development of the

Minnesota Model.

Content Arralysis
The amount of information available about the Minnesota
Mode1 was

not as large as projected..

The data was separated

in categories that enahled the investigator
chronological order of the data to

f

to

make a

ormulate the hist.or

j-cal_

format. This study examines a 4s to 50 year period of
hi story .

The data was organi zed j-nto periods of t ime :

1

)

the experimental years (fg+0,s-1950), which were t.he years
that the three separate program exper j-ment s were t,aking
place and ef f orts were made by inst itut"ions to educat.e the

public and private communities about arcohorism; z) the
growing years (fgS0-1990) , these forty years were a time of
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growth, cont roversy and surviva1 ,. and 3 ) the present years
(fgg0-1995). Placing the data in chronologica] order,
provided for picture of the historical

Theoretical

development.

Frannework

when the process of organizing the data was complete, a

systematic met,hod was needed to interpret the data. rn
conducting the Lit.erat,ure review, articles

from other social

change movements were found which offered. some j-nteresting

paradigms for analysis.

The theoretical

framework by Fu1l-er

& Meyers (1941) brought a perspect.ive for looking at the

nat'ural history of social change movements. This framework

will be applied to improve Lhe analys j-s. Ful-ler proposes
set of predictabl-e patterns of

ad j

a

ustment as an issue is

accept,ed by the society and then moves into the bureaucracy

of exist'ing institutions . Alcohol-isrn/addict ion is closely
related to many social change movements.

Ful-

ler & Meyers ,

(

1941

) theoret ical

f ramework

natural history of social- problems has three key
can be applied to this study:

of the

components

J/.

1)

Awareness

particular

t

he emergence at the 1oca1 l-evel- that

values or individuals

are threatened.

Before

social problem can be identif ied, t,here has to be

an

awareness in the individual-s at the local IeveI.

This is

usually seen in actions or behavj-ors. The conf lict

a

between

sociaL values and norms cont,inues to increase, and the
problem becomes more evident.

2)

Po1iey Det,erutination

the public formulates broad.

solut ions to more complex problems and expect somet.hing t o
be done about the problem. The problem then gets the
attention

of special interest

or focus groups.

Then

professional-s and administ,rators assume the role of problem
solver.
3

)

Reforur - when the poficy has been debated, the last

stage of institutj-onalizat.ion

of the social problem is

implemented. This implementation is seen by legislation,
public policy agencies and experts to work with the socialproblem.

These public reforms are open to veto, censorship

and referendum by the public who originally
problem.

recognized

t,he

-''
JJ
Methods

Historical

research reveals the hidden cause and. effect.

of events and att.empts to estab1ish through scientific
method

- A rat'ional explanation for the cause of events based

on the historical

data and an obj ective explanation of the

ef fect of the event,s on individ.uals,

societies.
deal-

organi zations or

Leedy (tgl+) describes historical

ing with the meaning of event s .

Thi s research

accumul-ation of facts but an int.erpretation
bel ieves historical

research
i-

s not

of facts.

He

research l-ooks f or patterns in events

and it finds a supported rational-e to exprain why these

events happen.

as
an
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Content Analysis Narrative

fntroduction
The building years for the treatment of alcoholism were

a combinat j-on of the three separat^e program experiment
being conducted in Minnesota at, this time :
Hazel-den, and willmar state Hospitar.

culminat ion of these three exper

j-ment

s

pioneer House,

The actual

s hrought together

three separate perspectives into one 'The Minnesota Model,

.

The Experimental years, L940,e to 1950

The Pioneer House used the twel-ve steps of AA and
Hazelden also incorporated the philosophy of AA and added

a

bel-ief that psychofogy and medicine shoul-d be apart of their
program. Finally wirlmar state Hospital developed. the
concept of a multidiscplinary
phys

j-cians, psychologists,

team, psychiatrists

and other

social- workers, nurses,

recovering alcoholic counsel_ors (para-prof essionals ) , and
memhers of the clergy composed a team of professionals

to

work with the growing social problem of alcohol- i sm and. the
suffering alcoholic.
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Due
f inding

to the difficurties

of actuarry determining or

an accurat.e t ime J ine of event s , the invest igator

chose to break it down into suhject categories, and will

conclude with how Fuller & Meyers (1941) theoretical
framework appties to the social problem of alcoholism.

The Pioneer House
The Pioneer House was the first
f

acility

AA based. treatment

in Minnesota. B. Patrick Cronin was t.he key f j-gure

in the development of this treatment method with

maj

or

assistance from the city of Minneapolis Rel-ief department in
1948- Cronin, suffering

from his own alcoholism in L940,

became connected to A.A. through a visit

state

A.

A. visitors . As of

from two out-of-

November 11 , l-94 0 , cronin

remained sober for the rest of his life.

Cronin and his

friends continued to bat.tle the citizens and pofiticians of
the community where he wanted to locate space for a buildinq

to house alcohor ics and to teach t,he bas ics of
cronin continued working to
facility

into a high quality

make

A .A

this treatment

and accountable treatment
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method

. He cont inued to ]ecture and teach

principles

us

ing the

and the 1-2 steps of Al-coholic Anonymous. Each

cl-ient wourd receive a copy of the

AA,

s . Big Book, and

a

copy of AA' s Twelve by TweJve. Cronin continued to teach the
message

of sobriety until t,he three separate program

experiment

s were

joined in the 1960,s.

At that time,

Pioneer llouse became parL of the Hazelden Foundation.
Pioneer House is
115

05 3 5th

Ave

.

now
No .

, Hazelden Center for Youths and Family,

, plymouth, Minnesota,

5544 1 .

Hazelden

Hazelden was the brainchil-d of many professional_s

looking to develop a modeL for the treatment of alcoholism.
Most of the people involved in this project suffered with

t.heir own personal arcoho]ism and/or addiction.

rn the

early years, there were three key figures in the planning
and development of this program:
a

Richard Coyle Li11y, (rAe4*1959)

a

Lynn B. Carrol1,

(1898

. A.A. Heckman, (no dates)

unknown

)

a1
JI

Each of these individuals

served a specific purpose in the

development and growth of Haze}den and eventual ly Lhe
*

Minnesota Model'

.

R.c. Lilly was a financier and philanthropist in
Minnesota with "a reputation of being a 'hard drinker,

'hard-nosed banker,,, (Spicer, !993, p. 32).

and

a

In 1945, after

a poker game and a long drinking binge, Mr. Lilly

was

driving home from St,. Paul when his vehicl-e careened. of f

a

bridge over the Mississippi River and landed on a barge furl

of

sand

. This incident convinced

drinking and turn his efforts

.*Mr

. Li r ry to stop

and devote his wealth

and.

talents to the treatment of al-cohol-ics,, (Spicer, L993,
p.32).

rn

1,947

, Li l1y purchased ' The Hazelden Farm, f rom the

Powers family and then sold it back to a group of st..

paul_

businessmen for $50,000. These businessmen wanted to create

a treatment center for alcoholics.
facilit'y

Li1ly wanted to see the

used to help treat cl-ergy members who suffered from

alcoholism. *'Li11y' s participation was short - term, but
without him,

Ha

ze:.den would not have had it,s initial
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financial viability.
vital,

rn this regard, his contribution

was

although he withdrew his support several- years 1at er,,

(McElrath, F. 3?) . His withdrawl was from the lack of
e

f f orts made

to treat t,he c lergy

Lynn Bernard carroll

.

was born in lggg in Minneapolis.

He j oined the Royal Canadian F1ying Corps and served el-even

months. upon his return to Minneapolis, he atttended.
Mj-nnesota college of Law where he graduated in L922 .
opened his own private practice,

litigat'ion.

ocusing on j_nsurance

Carroll-'s l-if e was a constant series of battles

with his own alcoholism.
the need to drink.

He woul-d leave town when he f el-t

There were periods of sobriety but they

became very short in length.

of self -destruction.
193I , it

f

He

disappeared.

liis 1egaI practice diminished and in
His f amily suf f ered deeply.

complete phys ical , mental- ,

deterioraLion,

His drinking led him on a path

emot i-ona]

, and spiritual

he was conf ined. t.o a psychiatric

General Hospital- in Minneapolis .

Af t,er

ward

at,

Three days later, Carrol]
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emerged f rom hi s conf inement and immed.iat e Iy sought out
He became a member of the first

His last drink was February 2 ,

A .A

A.A. group in Minneapolis.
1,942

. McEl_rath

(19g7

)

recaI1s,
"with the empathy and the enthusiasm onry

a

recovering arcohol ic coul-d know, he committed
himself to helping other suffering
alcoholics.

He taught a series of c]asses at

the "227-8" Minneapol i s Ai\ headguarters

.

Speaking engagements Eook him aIl_ over
Minnesota and the upper Mj-dwest .

within

s

ix

years, he had become a highly respected and
well-known figure in A.A. circ1es.,,

To Hazelden, "carrorr's contributj_on was long-term and

valuable - He set the course of HazeJd.en's treat,ment program
and guaranteed its adherence to a fundamental,

philosophical,

and pragmatic approach. He had a mission to

help al-cohorics recover, and. he guaranteed Hazelden,

s

participation in that missj-on at great personal sacrifice,,
(McElrath, 1987, p.37)

.
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The third major influence on the formation of Hazelden
was A.A- Heckman t a member of the Lexinqton Foundation.

rel-at.ionship with Hazeld.en was t.hat of personal

f

His

riend,

consultant, and advisor to R.c. Lilry in phiranthropic
matters - Heckman was one of the original

incorporators of

Hazelden Foundat.ion. He was responsible largely

f

or the

vision of what Hazelden coul-d be and what it did become
it grew for three decades. His initial

as

concern was about

the nature of the Hazelden e f f ort. and the

val- id.at

ion of it

s

effectiveness.

In a memorandum (1949), Heckman *nreminded businessmen
t'hat

treatment of alcoholics was not something new.

He

also fel-t that treatment results were oft,en excel-l-ent
especially when used in conjunction with good medical and

psychiatric care , and with t he use of Alcohol ics
(McElrath , L9B'7 p.

Anonymous,,

34 )

rn Lhe same above memorandum, Heckman spoke

about.

severar key issues that need.ed Eo be ad"d.ressed if the
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program was to be successful- :
f

1) t,hat there was the need

or a well- -rounded board of directors

psychiatric

and religious

with med.ica],

professions represented, z) that

AA should be part of this program but the program should not,

he control,led by it,

3

) that. a1l- people were t.reatable

regardless of economic, social, or educational background,
and 4 ) that, behind all program efforts

create admi-ssion policies

was a need to to

t,hat would. provide an operating

budget and income. He f irmly bel j-eved that Hazelden shoul-d
continually measure the effect,iveness of its programs and
its results-

Heckman's contribution

Hazelden was that he was a futurist,

to the development of
strategist,

man who could easily envision the potential
Heckman spent thirty-six

Directors and he

cont.

and.

an idea

of Hazelden.

years on the Hazelden Board. of

inual ly remind.ed the members of

Hazelden that evaluat.ion was need.ed. to grow and to change
as
circumstances and challenges emerged.

In the beginnirg, Hazelden was a guest house for
businessmen suffering f rom al-coholism. The settings were
relatively modest

and.

the program was staffed by three

and
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had an average daily population of seven clients.

(a987),
f

McEIrath

stated 'tthat Hazelden's early program was hinged

on

our key expectations: t,hat patients practice responsible

behavior, attend the lectures on the Steps, dssociate and

tark with the other paLient.s, and make their beds.,,
At a lat er date , there was one more expectat ion
"Never al-low a guy to sit around and

mope . ,,

add.ed

some people

would consider these simple expectations as primitive
young treatment center .

r

:

for

a

f one was to l-ook behind these

simple expectat'ions they woul-d see "a rich body of intuitive
wisdom and clinical

sa\^ry,, (Spicer, p,

33 )

.

McE1rath

(1917) , "noted that Hazelden,s expectations prompted.

patients to shift
dialogue -

.

from a life

of isolation

the underlying principle

Eo a life

of

is that recovery takes

place with one al-coholic talking to another over a cup of
coffee . "

Three other key f actors to Hazel-den, s simplistic
program in the 1950's were: AA principles,

serene

surroundings, and the resident counsel-or as a role model

.
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These f actors were used to creat,e a unigue, therapeutic
community for alcoholics.

rn the early 1950's, df cohol-ics continued. to leave
treatment without homes or jobs.

rn 1953, Hazelden

responded to t.his gap by establishing the Fel-lowship Club

which was a halfway house.

rn

l-95 5 ,

Hazelden f ounded Dia Linn which was

a

treatment center for women. This move was considered. quite
radical because the stigma faced by
extreme than that faced by

women

addicts was

more

men.

Willmar State Hospital

rn t947, Nelson Bradley, a medicar stud.ent from
Saskatchewan, was on his way to

a

Michigan hospit,al to

compl-ete his last year of surgical- residency.

His car hroke

down in Minneapolis and he then decided to complete his

training in Minnesota. He then took a j ob at the state
hospitaL in Hastings, Minnesota. There he met a young
attendant named Daniel Anderson. This relationship

was to
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become one of the most important in the development of the

Minnesota Model.

rn 1950, Nel-son Bradrey

became t,he superintendent at

willmar state Hospitar and rehired Anderson

as a

recreationar therapist, the only position avairable.
Bradley and Anderson began to see that alcohol-ics could
be t'reated for their illness
the psychot'ic patients.

if they could be separated from

Most mental health prof essional-s

fel-t t'hat Bradley and And.erson were radicals for aE,tempting
to treat these people separately for their alcohoLism. They
began to develop and implement a mul-tidisciplinary

approach using the knowredge and skitrs

psychiatrist

s

of physicians,

, psychologist.s , nurses , sociar workers

recovering al-coholics as counselors, and
clergy .

team

,

t.he

This approach al l-owed them to l-ook at the pat ient

as a whole.
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During this t ime, the three program experiment.s were
being developed separately.

There was much communication

going on between the A.A. community and. the key memhers of
these separate experiments.

In 1961, Daniel

.I

. And.erson

moved from being a couri.selor at Willmar State Hospital to
become the Director

of HazeJden. Anderson i*p1ement.ed. the

concept of a multidisciplinary

approach, t,he twel-ve steps of

AA, and a genuine and sj-ncere care and concern for
alcoholics.

These approaches were considered radical

the 1940's and 1950's.

for

The .Minnesota Model, was the

adaptat ion of these essent ia1 components into one

mod.e l-

.

"With its assertions about the dignity and worth of the
al-coholic, the Minnesota Model represenLed a social reform
movement of real- magnj-tude,, (Spicer , :-gg4 p . 46)

.

The Minnesota Model

rn understanding the MM, there i s nothing t.ruly
original

about it.

The

MM was

the revolutionary

murtidisciplinary approach, A.A" principl-es, and

use of
a

recovering alcoholic as counselor to treat alcoho]ics.
model at different

a

The

times has been called the WiTTmar Modej
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or the llazel-den Model-, but the uniqueness of the model is
the decision to combj-ne all these components to make

one

model.

The

MM

is a crassic example of American pragmatism.

There are three core perspectives that can be drawn from the
original

set of assumptions that. Bradley and Anderson

adapted while at Willmar SLate Hospit.al- :

1) treat people

with chemical dependency , 2) treat t.hem with dignity,

and.

3

or

a

treat. them as a whole persons--body, mind and spirit.

The

MM

focuses on rehabilitation

with severa] key

components: 1) treatment professionaLs and patients
coll-aborate in def ining the path of recovery al lowing

f

give - and- take f eature where the thoughts and id.eas of both

the patient and professional- receive much thought and
consideration ; Z) changes
f

J-n

l-ifestyTe habits become the

ocus of treatment, using both cognitive and behavioral-

met,hods ,

3

) treatment f ocuses on the Tong - term, such t hat

the focus here is to work with problems that. don,t, go away,

)
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and to manage the probrem and to live with it;
-i.s multidiscrpJ
demands

4

) treatment

inary because the mul-tip1e list of problems

the expertise of medicar and mental hearth

prof essionals ;

5

) rehabil itation

rel__L

e.s

on naturaJ- support

systems so that family members, friends and self-heIp

groups

a1l- assist in the recovery process.

rn t'ime, the individual
and responsibl-e f or their

slowIy becomes more independent

own recovery.

t Recovery

does not

work well within Lhe constructs of the medical model,,
(Spicer, 1993 p. 4'tt . It. is believed that the
rehabilitative

model is a powerful and effective

approach

for working with chemically depend.ent people.

The Growing years 1950

1990

L950-1960

The problem of alcoholism continued to grow and there
was little

officials

or no room in the hospitals.

Government

and professional-s began to see an explosion of

this social- epedemic. rn 195G, the

Amerj-can Medical
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Association (aMA) issued a publ-ic st.atement endorsing the

disease concept of alcohorism. The purpose of this
declaration was t.o have hospital-s and institutions

open

their doors t,o treat alchol_ics.

1950-1970

These years were a time of much confl-ict and unity

around

ma

rallying
scale .

j or social- issues .

The Civil

Rights Movement

around these issues the Vietnam War was in full
Two import,ant f act.ors were added to thi s soc ial

dilemma: 1) associated with the yale Institute,
(E . M.

was

) Jellinek

(

19G0

) authored the Disease Concept of

Al-coholism and Zl the widespread use of illicit

younger society.

E1vin Morton

Jellinek's

drugs by

t.he

book did acknowledge that the

disease concept was a hypothesis without empirical- validity
and t.hat he fu]ly

modified.

expected to see his originar

concept
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L970

1980

The federal government. became involved in the treatment

of alcoholics and drug addicts.

In

LgTO The Comprehensive

Alcohol- Abuse and Alcohol i sm Prevent ion and Treatment Act
(CAAAPT) al-so known

as the Hughes Act , was signed into

l_aw.

The Hughes Act established programs for arcohol-ism

education, training,

and research provided funding for aIl

t,hese purposes. To impl-ement this new raw, National

Institute

on Al_cohoJ Abuse A]cohol_ism (NINU\)

established as part of

was

CAAAPT.

The NrAiu\ was not the only agency created to pran and

implement new policies.

fnstitute
same

The government created. the National

on Drug Abuse (NIDA), Lheir joh was to provid.e the

services to drug addicts as was the Nraa;\ to

alcoholics.

rn L97L, the National- conf erence of commissioners on

uniform state Laws and the Nrtuu\ adopted the uniform
Alcoholism and Intoxififcation

Act.

This act, decriminalized
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public intoxication

and ordered treatment as an alEernative

to placing alcoho1ics in j ails

.

The results of this activity

involved in treatment . By

tgTs

was no surprise to those

, ..the

NIAAA had

either

started or supported more than 500 community-based treatment
programs and in L977 the number rose st eadily to Z4OO,,
(spicer, l-994, p.

65)

. with this major expansion of

treatment programs, it was believed that there was a
f

or accountabilit'y. Treatment

progrrams now had

to

need.

meet

gualiLy of care guidelines and be abl-e to demonstrate their
ef f ecti-veness . rn tgTz , The ,Joint committee on
Accreditation

(,JCAI{) developed

specific standard.s for

alcoholism treatment. programs.

1980-1990

During this time period, r,the field
experi-enced many dif f iculties,

of treatment

such ds, bud.get cuLs, health-

rerated issues, and how to keep their program in t,he right,
perspective" (spicer , !gg4 ) . The Minnesota Mod.e], as a

5l

social change movement, has knowingly added to this story
with t,he more visible
other

maj or

path alcohol and drugs has taken.

The

obstacle is the professions and the new managed

health care systems.

Challenges for the Future
1990

PreEent

There are several problems facing t,he advocates of the
Minnesota

Model_

. 1) public pof icy , Z)

Re

_examining the

Minnesota Mode], 3 ) Adapting the model- to other countries
and culLures, 4) continued response to public ignorance
st igma

and.

.

Public poricy

Although the use of arcohol is legal, the

war on drugs (other than al-cohol-) continues to stigmatize
t'he people who become involved. with chemlcal s , both lega1
and i]Iega1 use - The war on d.rugs provides no funds Lo help

treat these addict,i-ons. The war provided no new concl_usive
evidence that illicit

d.rugs coul-d or wou1d be reduced..

One

major downfall of the war was overlooking our largest drug

problem

alcohol and nj_cotine.
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Re-exannining the Minnesota Mode1

Chemical dependency

treat.ment works f rom two views: one the scientif ic model
employing the techniques of physicians and ctinical
psychologists,

and the other being the experiential

common.sense knowl-edge

of

and

A. A

Advocat es of this model believe these t.wo perspectives

can be a strength or be destruct j-ve, if not used. correctly.

There is an urgent need for research and program evaluation
due to a highly variabre fieId,

and the many different

services provided. Can the Minnesota Model provide treatment
at a reduced timeframe?

The Minnesota Model is al-so f ree f or the t aking no one

body regulates the use of the
scenes, the

MM

n.ame

operates within a set of specific procedures,

standards, expectations and goaIs.

the

MM

or the model. Behind the

is its flexibility

The major strength of

and openness to change but this

strength has been used in the wrong sense at
1994).

t j_mes (spicer,
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The MM in other countries with other cultures:

The

MM has

been widely adopted throughout the world and has provided
a

large constituency across the seas. ,,There are

some

bel-ief s rel-ated to cul-Lure that are universal ly accepted,

but at the same time the

cultural universarity.

MM

has yet to firmly establish its

Arthough, when statistically

speaking, the AA members and majority of clients

of the

MM

are predomj-nantly white and middre-cLass,, (spicer, !994).
The

MM

has made attempts to work with many different

cul-turaL hackgrounds

.

cont'inuing Igrrorance and

Stigrma

: The ongoing i ssue of st igma

and public ignorance continues to haunt those who are

chemically dependent. They cont,inue to face moral
condemnation, punishment, ostracism, and joh discrimination.
The publics'attitudes

rigid,
We

over the past. 100 years are stil-I

but there's a willingness

Lo understand this disease.

see a major contradiction, one that people do get sober

and have f ound t,heir own recovery. on the other hand.

we

cont,inually see governments at l-ocal-, st,ate, and f ederal
leve1s continue to ask for and receive funding to build so-
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cal-red bigger and better prisons,

rt is the belief of

treatment professionals t.hat. prevention education and
educat ion alone is the key component for the future

.

Alcoholies Anonyurous and other Models
Throughout most of Lhe material by Anderson (19g1),
acknowledges the special debt the developers of the

to

A

-

he

MM owe

A. "Without the initial- and sustaining impetus of this

self -heIp group" he states,

"none of our t.reatment ef forts

could have been real tzed" (Anderson,

19

g

1

p

.

G

)

.

The MM i s not the only approach used in t.reat ing

chemically dependent people; it competed with other
exc l-us

ive

mode

1s of t reatment such

ds

psychotherapy, behavior modification,

.

more

d.et,oxi f i cat ion

,

and the Emergent Model

of Al-cohol-ism.

rn

19'7 0

, The

Comprehens

ive Al-cohol Abuse and Alcoho] i sm

Prevention, Treatment. and RehabiliLation AcE of 1970 was the
key event in the history of American chemical dependency
treatment - This Act provj-ded decriminal-izat.ion of public
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drunkenness and al lowed t.hese people to he placed in

detoxification centers instead of just being
law enf orcement, of f icial

s

warehoused. by

. The psychot,herapeut ic or

psychiatric model advocates for individ.ual and,/or group
counseling as the met,hod used to treat alcoholics.

Behavior modification
systematically

is an approach used

to manj-pulate t.he consequences of the

al-cohol-ic' s behavior.

The ultimate goal is to reinf orce

abstinence or moderat.e controlled drinking.
alcoholic,

For

an

moderation is not the answer, abstinence is the

goal . The medicar prof ession al-so used. Ant.abuse

(disulfiram).
years.

This method has decl-ined throughout

The purpose of the

adopt heal-thier habits.

MM was

The

MM

Ehe

to stop drinking and to

emphasized a change in

at'titude as weJI as behavior and is more closely related to
cognitive-behavioral

psychotherapy than to behavior

modification or psychoanalysis.

The Emergent Moder of Alcohorism is Ehe theory

developed by Mark and Linda Sobell and E. Mansell pattison.
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Thi s model advocated f or a new approach t,o t reat ing

alcohol-ism based on t,he fol-lowing concepts:

1) There -l-s no

singJe entity which can be def:.ned as alcohol.rsm , 2) There
is no cLear dichotomy between either al-coholics and nonalcoho-7.rcs

, or between pre-alcohoJ-ics and non pre-

al-cohoiics, 3) The deveTopmental ,sequence of adverse
consequel?ces Ifrom alcoholism] appears to be highTy

variabTe,

4) There J.s no cl_ear evid.ence to dat.e f or

a

bioTogicaf process that predetermines an individ.ual toward
dysfunctional use of alcohol ,

5

) The empiricaL evidence

suggests that aTcohol probTems are rever,s ibJe,
probTems are twicalTy

interre]ated

5

) Af cohol

with other life

problems, *t7) rt may be cl,inicaTTy useful- Eo deveTop
tyysoTogies of sub-popuJ ations f or administrat:ve program
deveLopment" (Spicer, 1994, p. 54)

.

rn comparing the Emergent model and the
the above points, the
middle path.
aJl-ows it

The

MM

MM

takes a flexible

MM

on each of

and pragmatic

has the abiliEy to be flexible

which

to use other methods on an 'as needed., basis

Given the f lexibilit^y of the MM, it' s surprising that.

.
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prof essionals have characterized. this mod.el- as inf 1exib1e,

rigidly

def ined, and a lockstep approach to treatment.

al-1 reality,

.,rn

this model recog'nizes the vast differences

between people in treatment and cal1s for individualized

treatment planning,, (Spicer ,

L994 )

.

Application of a Theoretical Framework
The key components of the theoretical- framework of the

Natural History of a Social Problem (Fu11er & Meyers,

1940)

approach are 1) awareness, 2) policy determination, and
re f orm, gEtv€

thi s historical

study a good f oundat ion

3)

f rom

which to build,

AwarenegE

The st eady increase in t,he incid.ence of

alcoholism and drug addiction has l_eft the public
pofitical
efforts

arenas in turmoil.

and

Although there have been

many

across the country, a group of concerned

professional-s and businessmen made an effort
awareness of the public and poritical

arenas.

to raise the

s8

All three program experiments were guided by recovering
alcoholics,

who wanted t,o help other suf f ering alcoholics

live a better life.
these parties.

There was much ad,versity f rom both

"But with the knowledge and clinical

savvy of

these professj-onals and the impact of public poficy, they
were able to break the barriers,

and continuous1y strive

to

make al-cohol-ism and drug addiction a more socially

accept,able disease , that is treatable,,

Poliey Detennination
private citizens,

(Spicer , a9g4)

Through concerted. efforts

people began to

f

.

by

ormulate polic j-es at

a

local leveI as to how they woul-d deal- with the problems of
alcoholism and drug addiction.
responsibility

The problem then becomes the

of a group of concerned. people as to how this

problems can effectively

be handled.

given over to professionals,

These are then usually

legislators

and administrators

who Ehen become the problem solvers.

Reforur - The reform process of this social problem is

always open to the public. Professional-s feel the public is

a key influence at

t^he

state and l-ocal lever planning

s9

process and how it will- be interpreted.

,.An important

is getting the public j-nvol-ved and allowing

component

them

to be part of the problem solving process,, (Ful_Ier & Meyers,
1940)

.

Conclusion
The Mi-nnesota Model made three classic contributions

a movement of sociar reform.

First,

as

they asserted that

chemj-caIIy dependent people had rights to be treated. as
human

beings and to deserve t.reatment instead of being

placed in i solat ion or abandoned, in l-ocked mental ward.s and
prisons.

secondly, they bel-ieved that chemically

,cepend,ent

people deserved to be treated with dignity and that their
personal condition is the resuft of a disease where Eheir
own personal choice plays a very limited part.

Final1y, t.hey

believed "that the model operat.ed on the premise that any
effective

alcohol-ism treatment wilL address the complex

physical, mental, and spiritual
(Spicer, L993).

aspects of their cond.ition,,

SECTION FT\IE
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Irimi tations , Implications

and Recoursrendations

Limi ta tions

rn the process of compreting this project, evidence of
many inconsistencies was seen with the historical

approach

to this subj ect . The use of Lhe three key informants from
Hazel-den gave excel-lent inf ormation.

From an historical

aspect, this study lacked in the accuracy of establ-ishing
timeline over the past 49 years.

This study was completed

to show a chronological timeline.

This study showed the

signifj-cant events and growth that Eook place over t.he
years but it was difficult

a

49

to establish an accurate

timeline.

The maj ority

of the historicar

data came from the

Hazel-den Foundation which created a strongly biased. source

The historical

limited.

.

information from other sources were very

A strong personal helief

of the investigator

had

been formulated prior to t,he visit. to the Hazel-den campus.
Through t,he interview process , some of the invest igator,

s

personal biases were erased.

new

This new information gave
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meaning to the message and commj-tment that Hazel-den st.ands

behind.

One

limitation was the inabilit.y to discover

some

patterns as to the correlat,i-on of al-coholism and behavior
and the ability

to

make

decisions. Limitations can only

be

determined after the study is completed. and. has revealed
some

further research ideas.

Implications
The major implication to this study is the

chronologicar timefine showing the development

and

significant events lea,Cing up Eo the implementation

and

growt,h of the Minnesota mode1.

In reviewing the literature,
development of the

MM

another implication to

is the lack of participation

social work prof ession in the f iel-d of chemical

t,he

by

dependency.

During one of the interviews, this investigator was informed.

that' "there are only five or six social workers employe6 at
t,he Center City of Haze1d.en,, (personal Communication,

.Jan.
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o

(J

1995) .

The social workers roles were of the clinica],

direct care role and not that of a researcher, program

evaluator, or administrator. The literature documents that.
there is high need for participation

of social workers in

the chemical dependency f ierd at aLl levels,

cl_inician,

researchers, evaluators, and administrat.ors . with the
knowledge and expertise these individual-s possess, they

could have a

rt.

maj

seems

or impact on the chemical- dependency f ie1d.

that t,he public stigma or stereotlryical

of the public continues to be a detriment to whether
individual

an

want.s to receive treatment: because of what

others might think.

This stigma has been around for

years and it continues to receive much attention,
when it

v]-ew

comes to women .

many

especially

Hazelden did respond to this

problem by creating the Dia Linn Center for women trying to
recover f rom arcoholism and/or drug addicti-on.

has no biases as to whose life

it effects.

The disease

There is

a

cont inued need to educate people int.o the ever- changing

dynamics of addiction.

baffling,

Addiction is such a cunning,

and powerful disease.
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Recoururenda

The

tions

ma

j or recommendat ion f or researchers and ot.her

prof ess ional s would be to cond.uct f urther research into the

linking

and ut i l:-zat j-on of bot,h sociat work and chemical

dependency prof essions .

Another proj ect. woul-d be to look

into how the present day social- work professionals and" CD
professionals feel about the concept of a

Managed.

Health

care program presently being worked on by poriticians.

Another study would be to l-ook at the possibility

to

mainstream or make equj-valent the licensing process for

sociaL work and CD prof essions. This possibilit,y couLd

be

done in the undergraduat.e social work programs. There
appears to be quite a distance between these two

professions. There needs to be
licensing and certification

some consistency

in the

process, so that the social work

and CD professions can work together in the batEle with this

social epidemic.
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A HTSTORTCAI STUDY OF THE MTNNESOTA
A MIII,TTDI SCIPLINARY APPROACI{

MODEI,:

TO AICOHOI,TSM SRE;ATMEHT,
1940's to 1995
CONSENI FORM

IRB

9s-2 9- 1

You a-re invited to be in a research study of a historical revr-ew of the
Mj-nnesota Model . You were sel-ected as a possible participant because,
of your
experience and expertise in the Addiction field r.rh your commrtment to helping
others. We ?=k that you read this form and ask any [uestions you may have
before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by: John A. Herbaugh, Augsburg colleg€,
MSW Proqram/ Graduate Student.
The purpose of this study i-s to formulate some answers to what has made
this model of treatment the frontrunner of chemicar Dependency
treatment.
what has Hazelden done to continue improving the moder over time
how they
perceive what the future holds for this type of treatment r"iith theand
concern for
national health care.

rf you agree to participate in this project, r would ask that you
participate in an intervj-ew rasting approxihatLry one
The j-nterview
schedule contains sixteen questioni. vt" will receive hour.
a
copy
the guestions
in advance. rask that the responses to these questions be t"p*of recorded
The risks to participating in this project are mini*al ir any. The
information from the intervlews will be used as stated,
without personal bias
by the principal investigator.
The benefits to your part:.cipation will be
the collaboration and the contribution of your knor"rledge.
The records of this project wj-II remlin private.
my thesis I wiII
not include any information that will make it f,ossible tornidentrfy
a
participantThe tape recordings will be storld in a 1ocked cabinet and only
the principal investigator will have access to the tapes.
The tape recordings
wilI be destroyed upon completion of this project ry Lne principal
j-nvestigator, by the end of JuIy, 1996.
Your decision to particrpate or not in this project wi1l not have any
affect on your relationship witfr Augsburg collegre or the principal
j-nvestigator. rf you decide to pariicipate you may choosl
aiy trme to
refuse to answer any question or withdraw from the interviehrat process
at any
E].me.
The principal investigator cond.ucting this project is John A. Herbaugrh.
You may ask any questions you have now
rt yo, li..r* any guestions rater, you
may contact Mr. Herbaugh
at (507 ) 289-4704 or Blanca-Rosa Egas, IvID. , MpH. at (6tZ) 330-1713.
Sigrnature of
Investigator
Date
You will

be g-iven a copy of the form to keep for your record.s.
Statement of Consent:

r have read the above information. r have asked guestions
have received
answers. I give permission to tape record the interviews. and
I consent to
partlcipate in this project.
Signature

Date
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October 3, 1995
2920 9t.h Ave. NW
Rochester, MN 5S901
H) 507- 289-41_04
Mr. Wil-Iiam pitEman
c/o The Hazelden Foundation
L5251 Pleasant Va11ey Road
P.O. Box 176
CenEer City, MN 55012 -OL76
Dear Mr. Pitt.man :

This letter is a folIow-up to our phone call from l-ast,Ju]y.
a graduate student at Augsburg college in their MSW program.

I

am

I am presently in Ehe beglnning process of writing my thesis. The
topic of my thesis is the The Minnesot.a Model . r,m doing a historical
review of the model and its' progression Lo Ehe present. we discussed.
the possibility of me lnterviewing you and possibly others, to get the
verbal data for my thesis. I have co1Lected the written data through my
literature search.
The timeline for my t.hesis is Eo present. rny proposal for review by
the Inst.itutional_ Review Board (IRB) , during the month of October. Once
r receive permj-ssion to go ahead., r will mail you a set of the questions
I will use for the interview.
Also, dt that time I would like to set up
a time for the interview.
To be able to complete my form for review by the IRB, I need a
l-et,ter f rom you granting me approval to interview you. rt would be
greatly appreciated if this approval letter could be returned. to me at
your earliest convenience.

I want to thank you for taking the time to assist me in my project
and to say thanks for the Clinicianrs catalog, it has given me some good
resources - Thanks again for your time and patience in this matter.
Please feel free to contact at the above telephone numhers if yoll have
any questions.
Sincerely,
.Tohn

A. Herbaugh,

LSW
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January 4,

1996

2920 9th Ave. NW
Rochester, MN 55901

(5oz) za9-4104

Ha z e lden

O. Box 11
Center City, MN 5501,2-0011
P.

Dear

r would l- ike t,o thank you f or taking t.he t ime f rom your busy
schedul-e to participate in my thesi_s project.
r have long been a f ol lower of Hazeld"en and am excited to
have finally gotten a chance Eo visit your campus and your
staf f .
Encl-osed you wil-l find a copy of the questions that r
prepared f or the intervj-ews. I may not ask them in thehave
exact order they are in, because of the time restraints.
on
Monday January 8th r wil-l- be bringing the consent forms for
you and the other participants to review and sign.

Thanks again for your time and effort in helping me complete
my thesis project and r look forwarc to meeting you this
comi-ng monday.

S

incere Iy,

John A. Herbaugh,

LSW
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THESIS INTER-VIEW

SCHEDULE

1) Are you aware of any met.hods used to treat al-coholism
prior to t,he development of the Minnesota Model (MM)
.

2) r 've read

some of the history to the MM, can you
el-aborate more on who was responsibre for the early
development of the MM, how, when and where?

) The Hazel-den Found.ation is known world wide, How was
Hazelden founded, who were Ehe founding members, when and
3

where

?

4) What is the mission stat.ement/philosophy of the Hazel6en
Treatment Center? How has it changed over the years. if so

why and

how?

) f 've read about t,he MM and. it , s stilL unclear to me how
Hazelden became affiliat,ed with Ehe MM, will you explain to
me the relat j-onship between t he two?
5

5) How have you helped to nurture the
for 40 years?

MM

as it has evolved

7) when and why was AA integrated as a key component to
this model-? rs it your berief that AA is the MM, or is
Hazelden the MM?
) It appears to me t,hat Hazel-den has been the t.rend.set,ter
in the alcoholism treatment field, is this your feeling and
how has the treatment community responded to this?
Positively or negatively?
8
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) What evaluat ion met.hods d.o you use to determine the
effectiveness/success of this program? Can you teII me how
the result s are used t.o provide more qual ity services ?
9

) f n my literature search I have not f ound. much dat.a
about how Hazelden has addressed. the major increase in polysubstance abuse, can you tell me how you work with the
poly-substance abuser and if not why?
10

11) A large numher of the population are diagnosed
chemical ly dependent and suf f er f rom a ment.al i lInes s , but
many remain undiagnosed with chemical- dependency or mental
illness. How do you work with the dual-diagnosed, and
undiagnosed client?

a2)

r ' ve

read t.hat Haze l-den works primari Iy with a male
caucasian populat.ion, carf you tel1 me how you handle
prospect'

ive

c l-

ientele

f

rom cul-turalIy diverse background.s

?

these culturally diverse clients received and
what are the outcomes of there treatment at your facility.
13)

How are

did you f eel about the arti-c]e, 'IThe Treatment
Myt,h" published by the Star Tribune in
June, ( 1993 , pg. A- 1 ) about poor treatment outcomes
involving your center?
14

)

How

15) After reading the star tribune article, how have you
dealt with the improvement of your methods for evaluation
and follow-up to obtain more accurate treatment outcomes?
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15) rr is my understanding that you emproy recovering nondegreed professionals to work with the alcoholic, in place
of a formalry trained professional. rf this is so,could you
explain the concept backing this up?
Revised az /12 / 95
IRB # 95-2e-1
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CHRONOLOGIGAL T]MEL INE

I

The
A.
B.
C.

Experimental Years
The Pioneer House

tg40's to

1950

Haze l-den

The Willmar State Hospital
1. The Pioneer House
a. Minneapolis
b. B. pat.rick Cronin
c. funding
housing
d. stigma
e. Hazelden & Alcoholics Anonymous
2. Hazelden
a. original idea
b. R. C. Lilly, Lynn B. Carro11,

A. Heckman
c. funding f or Haze1den farm
d. incorporation
e. philosophy
Wi 1lmar State Hospital_
a. N. Bradley and Danie1 J. Anderson
b. treatment of alcoholics
c . l-ocked mental wards
d. multidisciplinary
team approach
e. stigma
f. use of recovering al-cohol ic as
counselor
A.

3

.\

z,

.

The Building years

A.

1950 1990
1950 1950
1.
est ablished treatment f acilit,ies
2 - coll-ahorat.ion between pioneer House,
Hazelden, Wil_Jmar State Hospital .
3.
incorporat ion of Haze l_den , Inc . 19 51
4. f i-nancial i-nsecurity, sisters of st. .roseph
of CrooksLon, The Butler Family.
5. Patrick and Aimee Butler, Butler was on Board,
1952 became president
5. f inancial- security through the Butlers.
7.
the Fellowship crub, a halfway house for any
homeless alcoholic except women, established
in 1953 at 341 No. Dale SL., St. paul.
I. women not accept.ed until tg73.

't3
1953 , But l-er vice-presid.ent of NationalCounc i l_ Al_ coho ] i sm (NCA ) .
10. But rer f inanced Bradley and And.ersons
9

conLinued education.
11. ]-952 , publications, Hazelden Newsretter,
fnspiration for Recovery, and in 1_954,
obtained the rights f rom AA to ,24
hours-a-day" and. sord. 5,000 in the first
year. In 1953 thet
produced local- terevision shows and designed
a diagnost,ic test, some say equaled Jellineks
chart. It was a drawing cal-l_ed The
Progrssive Symptoms of Alcoholism.

B.

1950 1970
1. 19G1 Daniel ,J. And.erson, was hired furl_time
and then appointed CEO.
2 - maj or architecturar
changes were taking prace
to t.he ever increasing use of Hazerden t also
the moving of Dia Linn from white Bear Lake
to the Hazelden campus.
3. the changing of the guard. for Hazerden
1953-5G- carrorr to Anderson found this a
difficult
transition.
4 - 19G5, introduction
of the multidisciplinary
mode I .
5 , 1,9G6 , the f amily program
5 - the concept of program evaluation
began, even
though it had been used since L949
7 - the counselor training
program was developed in
in L96G, and the pastoral education program
was begun in 19G9.
8. construction of new buildinds began in July,
.

1969

a formal dedicat ion ceremony was herd
October 7, Lg7O.

1

1970 -1980
1. A new synthesis t although quality of care
rather than profit remained foremost.

2'*;.:::ffi::";=:i;:"::"il;i,:1"::"'

70' s rhar

. paradigm describes Hazeld.en' s power as
a modeL of t,he components of conti-nuum
of care for the community, whether on a
local-, national or international_ lever-.
a
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Hazelden's continuum of care continued
to be replicated as time-Lested., vdlid
and re]iab1e model of care.
b. pioneer Hazelden's pioneering efforts in

incorporating the best methods in
the CD field, i. e. prevention,
intervention, rehabiritati-on, and health

3

promot ion.

8

a

or interest from the 3M
to purchase TlazeLden, they
number of audits and concruded
that the success of Hazelden was an
organization of great strength,
stability, and success.
two ma j or buildings were const,ructed in the
t
:-.97

maj

corporat. ion
conduct.ed a

4

70 's.

1980

1990
1

Hazel-den began to debate an expansion of their

mission statement, to work with other irlness
rerated to cD and to Hearth promot ion as a

whole

.

- l-985

Education materiars had repl-eced
rehabi l itat.i-on services as the primary
revenue producer.
3. construction of five new buildings on the
Haze1den campus.
4 - expansion of services throughout the u.s .
,
chicago, Florida, designing the Bet t.y Ford
2

Center i_n Ari

1990

zona

.

19 95
1

continued reworking of their missj-on

z

making Hazelden's continuum of care a
productive model with the new national
and managed health care p1ans.
continue to provide the best of quality
services for the populati-ons they serve.

st,atement

3

.
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THE TWELVE STEPS OF A. A. *

admitted we were powerless over alcohol
lives had become unmanageable.

1

We

)

came to believe that a power great.er than ourselves

that our

could restore us to sanity.
3

Made a dec i- s ion to turn our wi l- 1 and. our l ives over to
the care of God as we understand him.

4

Made a searchirrg and f earle s s moral inventory of
ourse lves .

5

Admit.teed to God, to ourse lves , and to another human
being the exact nature of our wrongs.

were entirely ready to have God remove aLL these
defects of character.

5

7

-

Humbly ask Him to remove our shortcomings.

5

Made a l-ist of all persons we had harmed, and. became
wi l- l ing to make amend s to them al_ l- .

9

Made direct

except

when

amends to such people whenever possible,

t.o do so would inj ure them or others

.

10. Continued to take personal j-nventory and when we were
wrong promptly admitted it
11 -

Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our
conscious contact with God as we uJrderstand Him,
praying only for the knowredge of His wirl and the
power to carry that out.

t2 - Having had a spiritual awakening as the resul-t of these
steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics,
and to pract j-ce these principles in all our af fairs.

*The twelve Steps are taken from Alcoholics Anonymous,
published by A.A. world servj-ces, rnc. , New york, Ny,
pp. 59-60. Reeprinted with permiission.

